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I
INTRODUCTION

China is a relative newcomer to competition law. Though many jurisdictions around the world adopted competition laws beginning in the early 1990s, China’s Anti-Monopoly Law (AML) was enacted only in 2007.1 At least three other features distinguish China’s experience with competition policy. First, China enacted its competition law as part of a gradual evolution of domestic economic and regulatory policy, rather than as a result of pressure or conditionality from international development and funding bodies, such as the World Bank or the International Monetary Fund,2 or from mature competition jurisdictions.3 Second, unlike the laws of some recent adopters,4 the AML is not a wholesale transplant of a pre-existing template of the competition law and enforcement apparatus of a mature jurisdiction. Although China sought to learn from the legal texts and enforcement experiences of established competition regimes, the AML

reflects a more deliberate process of selecting features from different competition policy models and includes a number of rules specifically tailored to the Chinese setting. Finally, unlike with many other transplanted competition laws, the enactment of the AML was not followed by a long period of dormancy whereby the law went unenforced. Instead, even as the AML came into force and in the period thereafter, the responsible authorities issued a steady stream of decisions and have maintained consistent levels of enforcement activity over time.

The relative global importance of the Chinese economy and the number of competition decisions affecting international firms have generated considerable interest both in understanding the reasons for the quick uptake of competition policy, as well as in characterizing and assessing China’s emergent competition practice. A number of scholars have examined the legislative process behind the AML in an effort to explain the peculiar Chinese characteristics of the law. The degree of convergence of the AML with common international antitrust rules


6. E.g., AML, supra note 1, at art. 7 (relating to business operations of companies in the state-owned economy); id. at art. 8, ch. V (relating to abuse of administrative power to restrict or eliminate competition); id. at arts. 9–10 (providing the basis for the unique tripartite enforcement regime). Consistent with the apparent emphasis on indigenous development, none of the Chinese competition authorities is a member of the International Competition Network, a broad-based transnational forum for exchange of antitrust best practices and model rules. China is, however, a founding member of the BRICS competition forum, as well as of APEC, which has its own Competition Policy and Law Group.


8. In 2008, the AML’s first year, the Ministry of Commerce reviewed 17 mergers, of which 1 was approved conditionally. In 2009, the Ministry reviewed 77 mergers, of which 4 were approved conditionally and 1 blocked, with the number steadily increasing to 314 reviewed mergers in 2015 (2 approved conditionally). In total, the Ministry had reviewed 1456 mergers by mid-2016, blocking 2 and approving 26 more conditionally. While its enforcement ramped up gradually, by September 2014, the National Development and Reformed Commission was investigating 335 companies, making 29 violation findings in 2013, 13 in 2014, and 8 in 2015. The State Administration of Industry and Commerce opened 39 investigations by September 2014, and made 12 violation findings in 2013, 8 in 2014, and 14 in 2015. Data compiled based on announcements from the authorities’ websites: Anti-monopoly Bureau, Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China, http://fldj.mofcom.gov.cn [https://perma.cc/43WQ-NYQV]; Price Supervision & Anti-Monopoly Bureau, Nat’l Dev. & Reform Comm’n, http://jjs.ndrc.gov.cn [https://perma.cc/HJX4-KHJW]; and the Anti-monopoly & Anti-unfair Competition Enforcement Bureau, State Admin. of Indus. & Commerce, http://www.saic.gov.cn/fldyfbzdjz/ [https://perma.cc/5U9Y-MNRA].

and best practices has been of particular interest due to the resulting impact on international business compliance. From the enforcement perspective, commentators have assessed Chinese practice by examining the outcomes and reasoning in antitrust decisions, as well as the evolution of the competition regime over its first decade. Though some contributors suggest that AML enforcement is largely in line with international practice, many have also argued that it exhibits a number of country-specific concerns. These include political concerns, such as consolidating decisionmaking powers by the central government vis-à-vis the regions, as well as economic concerns, such as balancing development needs and economic efficiency. Some have even argued that the AML has been abused as a competition instrument, by turning it into a protectionist tool to favor or shield domestic industry or local economic interests.


15. Wei, Convergence and Flexibility, supra note 10, at 842.

Mixed reviews notwithstanding, the adoption of competition law in the Chinese context over its first six years may be regarded as an overall success.\textsuperscript{17} Such an assessment may seem surprising given the AML’s short tenure, as well as China’s history of strong state intervention in the economy, its lack of experience with antitrust enforcement, and its gradualist and cautious adoption of competitive market principles. In seeking to provide an account of the reasons for the quick uptake, effectiveness, and success of Chinese competition enforcement, this article starts from the observation that legal transplants are more easily received in settings where there is demand (or need) for the transplanted rules by local actors.\textsuperscript{18} Such local demand allows for the transplant to be adapted to local circumstances, problems, and policy needs in the process of reception.\textsuperscript{19} The transplant can be adapted through the legislative process, so that local needs are reflected in an exercise of informed choice in selecting the rules.\textsuperscript{20} The familiarity of local actors, such as administrators, judges, or private parties, with the principles of the transplanted law is also said to favor its effective enforcement.\textsuperscript{21}

The existing literature has examined the legislative process of the AML, its enforcement structure, and the role of responsible bureaucratic and judicial actors. This contribution seeks to go further. Our goal is to examine the interactions between the competition authorities and the commercial and civil society stakeholders affected by investigated transactions or conduct. This is an important aspect of the successful domestication of competition law, particularly in the early stages of a competition regime, when there is considerable uncertainty about the appropriate role of competition law, the meaning of the legal norms, and the consequences of specific enforcement actions. In China, such uncertainty was heightened by the fact that the AML was enacted as part of an intense, longer-term debate about the evolution of economic policy focusing on questions about the pattern and sources of future growth, the restructuring of


\textsuperscript{19} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{20} \textit{Id.} at 176.

\textsuperscript{21} \textit{Id.} at 180.
industry (including the role of State Owned Enterprises (SOEs)\textsuperscript{22}), and the forms of beneficial interaction with the world economy.

This article studies three cases considered by the responsible authorities during or immediately following the AML legislative process and aims to show that in the face of uncertainty and absent well-defined policy preferences, the relevant authorities were open to input from various stakeholders. The reconstruction of the decisionmaking processes suggests that the shaping of competition policy in China has been subject to considerable contestation. Though both political and public opinion pressures existed for the authorities to use competition law as a protectionist tool, there were also countervailing policy considerations, including the importance of China's integration in the global economy as a source of economic development and prosperity.

One result of such contestation is that competition law enforcement in China may be far more politicized in that it is more openly sensitive to a broader set of policy goals than are the legal and technocratic antitrust templates of mature jurisdictions.\textsuperscript{23} Consequently, criteria such as efficiency, short-run consumer prices, business autonomy, or market concentration are not singular touchstones for Chinese competition enforcement. Nor are other reductionist explanations such as industry policy, protectionism, or "economic patriotism."\textsuperscript{24} This article argues that in the transition cases presented in part III, the relevant authorities regarded competition—and competition policy—as instruments for pursuing various policy objectives, without necessarily accordings them any primacy,\textsuperscript{25} thus adopting a flexible balancing approach to deciding competition cases.

This open-search approach to consultation and decisionmaking through balancing policy considerations offers a number of advantages for enlivening a competition law transplant in a developing country. First, through such an approach, regulators can overcome political pressures that would either stymie competition law or seek to turn it into a protectionist instrument. Second, this approach enables the authorities to learn about relevant effects of competition decisions on development goals that they might overlook if simply following foreign templates or best practices. Third, even in a country such as China where a pre-existing authority is charged with competition enforcement, a broader

\textsuperscript{22} SOEs in China are business entities established by central and local governments with supervisory officials from the government. They are either wholly state-funded or their majority share is owned by central or local governments. Apart from being business entities, often transformed to modern corporations during China's gradual economic transition, SOEs also function as stabilizers to mitigate adverse effects from economic and social reform. See State Owned Enterprises in China: Reviewing the Evidence, OECD WORKING GROUP ON PRIVATISATION AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE OF STATE OWNED ASSETS (Jan. 2009).

\textsuperscript{23} See Eleanor M. Fox, Competition Policy: The Comparative Advantage of Developing Countries, 79 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS., no. 4, 2016, at 71–73, for a similar argument.

\textsuperscript{24} Nathan Bush, Constraints on Convergence in Chinese Antitrust, 54 ANTITRUST BULL. 87, 96 (2009); see also Ping Lin & Jingjing Zhao, Merger Control Policy Under China's Anti-Monopoly Law, 41 REV. IND. ORGAN. 109, 111 (2012).

\textsuperscript{25} See, e.g., Giorgio Monti, Article 81 EC and Public Policy, 39 COMMON MKT. L. REV. 1057 (2002) (suggesting a hierarchy between competition and other public policy objectives in EU enforcement).
conception of competition policy can sensitize the enforcer to how competitive rivalry affects its prior policy mandates and how competition law interacts with existing policy instruments. Finally, openings for consultation together with a conception of competition law as an instrument to pursue various policy objectives can provide triggers for stakeholders to invoke the law and build coalitions to affect decisionmaking. Such processes result in “local ownership” that can both enliven the legal transplant and contribute towards broader legal or institutional reform.26

II
DOMESTICATING COMPETITION LAW IN CHINA

This part reviews the three key stages of domesticating competition law in China: the legislative process; the selection of the enforcement structure; and specific cases of implementation, and what they show about the local demand for competition law. The legislative text of the AML does not preordain a specific type of competition instrument, which leaves the enforcement authorities considerable discretion to shape China’s competition policy. The open texture of the law, as well as considerable uncertainty about the role of competition—and competition law—in ensuring continued growth and development and restructuring the Chinese economy create opportunities for market stakeholders to mold competition enforcement with their own demands. Arguably, this has allowed for a problem-solving, rather than legal or technocratic, evolution of Chinese competition policy.

A. Legislative Process And Policy Sequencing

Two factors suggest that the legislative process for the AML involved an exercise of informed choice manifesting local demand for competition law.27 First, the AML went through a relatively long legislative process, with original discussions about a competition instrument in China dating back to 1987.28 Second, the AML text was not a cut-and-paste of an existing template. Instead, the AML reflects a deliberate selection of rules from different jurisdictions, including provisions addressed to concrete Chinese problems and policy concerns.29 The conclusion of local legislative tailoring is strengthened by the fact that China—unlike some transition economies—did not adopt its competition law as part of a big-bang market liberalization. Instead, China has been regarded as a successful example of gradualist economic reform attuned to rational policy

27. See Berkowitz, Pistor & Richard, supra note 18.
29. See, e.g., AML, supra note 1, at arts. 7–10.
sequencing, and China’s relatively late adoption of competition law fits this larger pattern. Debates at the highest levels reflected concerns about the premature introduction of competition law that might disrupt the achievement of overarching policy goals, such as economic development and industrial restructuring.

Two accounts of the appropriate sequencing of competition policy could have influenced the Chinese leadership to finally enact the AML. One comes from the view of development economists, such as Singh, who argued against premature adoption of efficiency or consumer-oriented antitrust in developing nations. Such antitrust enforcement was said to impair achievement of developmental goals by reducing the flexibility to implement policies that support industrialization and growth. Following this reasoning, China could have opted for a consumer-oriented competition instrument, once developmental goals were largely achieved. An alternative view is that the AML was passed because policymakers required a neutral market regulation cover for industry policy decisions, particularly once the pursuit of nakedly protectionist policies was restricted by China’s accession to the World Trade Organization.

Despite the long gestation and textual tailoring, the AML’s definitions of objectives and specific violations are couched in relatively general and imprecise terms that encompass various conflicting views about the proper role of competition law expressed in governmental and academic circles. As a result, the AML lists a wide range of legislative objectives ranging from enhancing efficiency and consumer interests, to safeguarding the “social public interest” and the “healthy development of the socialist market economy.” Through the AML, the State should aim to “advance a unified, open, competitive and orderly market system,” as well as — more unusually — to “perfect” macroeconomic control. Substantively, apart from standard violation provisions — for example price fixing or dominance abuse — as well as provisions applying competitive principles to

33. Singh, supra note 32.
34. See Bush, supra note 24, at 90.
35. See Bush, supra note 24, at 93–97 (exploring the contrasting views of antitrust-savvy officials and others who view competition policy as an “instrument of industrial policy”).
36. AML, supra note 1, at art. 1.
37. AML, supra note 1, at art. 4.
administrative monopolies, the AML also includes provisions that are not susceptible to standard antitrust analytical categories.\textsuperscript{38}

The wide range of enumerated objectives and substantive provisions, as well as the reliance on open-textured standards rather than black-letter rules,\textsuperscript{39} suggest that the AML text is unlikely to guide or constrain the responsible decisionmakers. The residual discretion can be filled through some combination of top-down policy preferences and bottom-up input from relevant actors and stakeholders. Bush, for example, has argued that the AML text leaves room for Chinese antitrust either to converge to prevailing international practice or to serve strategic industrial policy goals.\textsuperscript{40} Yet the early enforcement pattern disclosed in the case studies suggests that Chinese competition policy followed neither of these paths, which this article argues is one of the reasons for its success.

B. Enforcement Structure

Because the AML text leaves large discretion to the implementing institutions, the literature also focuses on the law’s enforcement structure.\textsuperscript{41} Here again, China did not follow the precedent of mature jurisdictions and establish a new, dedicated, and independent competition authority. Instead, the Chinese State Council divided AML enforcement responsibilities among three existing ministries with prior mandates similar in nature to different components of competition law.\textsuperscript{42} The Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM), already China’s foreign investment watchdog, leads merger review. The National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC), historically a powerful macroeconomic and industrial policy central planning body\textsuperscript{43} (which also acted as a price regulator under the Price Law\textsuperscript{44}), has responsibility for all price-related AML violations, such as price-fixing cartels or other anti-competitive conduct affecting prices. Finally, the State Administration of Industry and Commerce (SAIC), responsible for the older Anti-Unfair Competition Law, enforces all non-price related AML

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{38} See, e.g., AML, supra note 1, at art. 7 (“protect[ing]” State-owned economic operators that constitute the “lifeline of national economy and national security”); see also id. at art. 31 (providing for national security examination in merger reviews).
\item \textsuperscript{39} See Angela Huyue Zhang, Bureaucratic Politics and China’s Anti-Monopoly Law, 47 CORNELL INT’L L. J. 671, 676–677 (2014). As Zhang points out, the imprecision in the AML rules is not peculiar to China, given that a market regulation tool—such as antitrust—requires fact-specific decisionmaking sensitive to the effects of reviewed conduct and transactions.
\item \textsuperscript{40} See Bush, supra note 5.
\item \textsuperscript{41} See generally, Zhang, supra note 39.
\item \textsuperscript{42} See AML, supra note 1, at art. 10 (providing that “the [AML] enforcement agency designated by the State Council . . . shall be responsible for the [AML] enforcement work,” but not specifying the responsible institution).
\item \textsuperscript{43} Bush, supra note 24, at 103.
\end{itemize}
violations, such as market sharing agreements, industry association rules, and anti-competitive abuses of administrative power. The AML also provides for a second tier in the enforcement structure, made up of the new Anti-Monopoly Commission (AMC). The AMC operates directly under the State Council (the apex decisionmaker) and is composed of the heads of a number of ministries and departments, including the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology. It establishes general policy guidelines and coordinates the activities of the three enforcement agencies, without having any formal decisionmaking or review powers in individual cases.

In addition to these ministerial authorities, the Chinese judiciary has a formal role in AML enforcement through judicial review of administrative decisions and civil antitrust actions, for which the Supreme People’s Court has recently elaborated specific procedural rules. In practice, however, the role of the judiciary is quite limited. Zhang shows that even directly addressed or affected parties rarely seek judicial review of administrative decisions. Further, though a number of private antitrust enforcement actions have been commenced before the courts, they have been largely unsuccessful. Particularly in light of the limited role of the judiciary in reviewing authority decisions, Zhang suggests that a legal evolution—stabilizing the interpretation of the AML through judicial decisions and precedents—is unlikely. This leaves the main role in elaborating competition law to the responsible ministerial authorities.

China’s decision to place competition enforcement in the hands of existing ministerial authorities instead of a dedicated independent authority has been criticized, even if it does offer some advantages. First, it prevents delayed enforcement by alleviating the resource and staff constraints that a wholly new agency would face immediately after it is established. Existing authorities can use already established mechanisms for monitoring markets and disciplining companies to enforce the new law. Second, the local authorities’ familiarity with the underlying principles of a transplanted law may facilitate effective enforcement. Third, the existing ministerial authorities are already well-

47. See Zhang, supra note 39, at 679 (suggesting that out of 100 civil actions filed under the AML, plaintiffs have won in only 2 cases).
48. Id. at 680.
49. Wang & Emch, supra note 12, at 267–68, suggest that early Chinese decisions reflected the lack of experience, resources, and autonomy of the competition enforcers, leading to an incorrect understanding of principles underlying foreign competition templates; see also Zhang, supra note 39, at 707.
50. See Umut Aydin & Tim Büthe, Competition Law & Policy in Developing Countries: Explaining Variations in Outcomes; Exploring Possibilities and Limits, 79 LAW & CONTEMP. PROBS., no. 4, 2016, at 15–16.
51. See, Berkowitz, Pistor & Richard, supra note 18. In China, MOFCOM already performed some
embedded in the political system and have channels of communication with industry and other market stakeholders, including foreign companies. Therefore, they may be seen as powerful and credible regulators.52

At the same time, placing enforcement responsibility for a transplanted law in the hands of regulators with similar prior mandates also carries several risks. Weaknesses in the pre-existing enforcement structures will hamper the implementation efficacy of the transplanted law.53 Even absent such weaknesses, pre-existing regulators may continue to follow the rules, policy goals, or decisionmaking routines under their former mandate, without adjusting to the novel goals or market discipline instruments introduced by the transplanted law.54

Zhang has forcefully argued that understanding Chinese case law outcomes requires an examination of the bureaucratic structure of antitrust decisionmaking, including the policy processes, incentives, and constraints of the relevant enforcement agencies.55 In the absence of textual constraint or judicial oversight, she suggests that competition decisions reflect an authority’s assessment of the ultimate effects of the conduct under scrutiny and its understanding of the proper antitrust goals.56 As a result, she agrees that case outcomes cannot be explained by a single factor, such as efficiency or protectionist industry policy.57 Instead, they reflect the institutional dynamics of bureaucratic politics, including the decentralized delegation of enforcement responsibilities to multiple actors that have their own policy processes, incentives, and lines of consultation.58 Thus, Zhang argues that “Chinese enforcement outcomes largely result from a struggle among government agencies which decide antitrust issues in terms of the personal consequence for their stature and power.”59 In the inter-agency consultation process, each agency evaluates the costs and benefits of the decision in terms of its own interests and policy objectives and each case requires a complex bargaining process to “hammer out a workable solution” satisfactory to all relevant agencies.60

form of merger review in foreign investment cases, while the NDRC was responsible for price manipulation.

52. Aydin & Büthe, supra note 50, at 29–32 (discussing importance of embedded autonomy).
53. See Wang & Emch, supra note 12, at 271 (noting reasons for enforcement weaknesses).
54. This is a particular concern when shifting from planning and centralized surveillance to competitive rivalry and consumer choice as the forces that discipline industry. Marco Botta & Alexander Svetlicnii, Article 102 TFEU as a Tool of Market Regulation: Excessive Enforcement Against Excessive Pricing in the new EU Member States and Candidate Countries, 8 EUR. COMPETITION J. 473 (discussing use of competition law for price regulation in transition economies); see also Yane Svetiev, How Consumer Law Travels 23 J. CONSUMER POL’Y 209, 224–25 (2013) (describing problems with existing institutions enforcing transplanted consumer law).
55. Zhang, supra note 39, at 674.
56. Id. at 676–77.
57. Id. at 674.
58. Id. at 673, 702.
59. Id. at 674.
60. Id.
Two corollaries follow from the foregoing analysis. First, Zhang suggests that Chinese competition enforcement is a highly “centralized process.” 61 Second, given that authorities with pre-existing responsibilities play the main role in both goal-setting and decisionmaking, non-competition related considerations seep in from the enforcement agencies’ prior policy mandates, such as industrial and commercial policy for MOFCOM, 62 or macro price stability and industry planning for the NDRC. 63 Such muddling of goals, she argues, both diminishes competition law as a market discipline tool and weakens the efficacy of its enforcement. 64

C. Enforcement: Consultation And Input

As Aydin and Büthe argue, however, whatever its formal degree of independence, no competition authority can operate in a vacuum: effective enforcement requires communication with the general public 65 as well as consultation with affected stakeholders. While Zhang describes antitrust decisionmaking as a “highly pluralistic process,” the focus of her analysis is consultation between central government and local officials. 66 Yet even assuming that the responsible officials are focused on “personal consequences for their stature and power” 67 and influenced by prior policy mandates, they would still need to consult with market stakeholders, including industry participants, suppliers, retailers, customers, or workers so as to set enforcement priorities and understand the likely effects of their decisions.

In investigating the decisionmaking processes this article aims to go beyond the focus on authorities and inter-authority dialogue, and to examine the interests and pressures that come to bear on the enforcement agencies from outside the bureaucracy. Such an investigation reveals that uncertainty about how to enliven the competition mandate and about its interaction with prior policy mandates, led the agencies to seek considerable input from relevant industry and market stakeholders, who in turn sought to create new openings for input. This insight softens descriptions of Chinese enforcement as a centralized process. Although stakeholder input is not always reflected in the final decisions, it brings forth arguments that influence the decisionmaking process and the contours of Chinese competition policy. Whatever its immediate impact on decisions, such bottom-up input creates pressure for further enforcement efforts by building constituencies that view the AML as a helpful tool to pursue their goals. Such constituencies, in turn, enhance the autonomy of the authorities vis-à-vis each other and the political leadership in the exercise of their competition mandate.

61.  Id. at 706.
62.  Id. at 706.
63.  Id. at 693, 698–99.
64.  Id. at 706–07 (suggesting strengthening of judicial oversight to cure these problems).
65.  Aydin & Büthe, supra note 50, at 11–12 (discussing goal of fostering a culture of competition).
66.  Zhang, supra note 39, at 705.
67.  Id. at 675.
III

THE EARLY ENFORCEMENT PRACTICE: THREE CASE STUDIES

A. Methodology

To investigate the domestication of competition policy through the process of implementation, this part presents in-depth case studies of the decisionmaking processes in three “transition” cases, decided by the relevant authorities in the lead up to or shortly after the promulgation of the AML. The aim is to compare the apparent policy needs and mandates of the authorities to how relevant industry stakeholders viewed the need for and utility of a competition law instrument. At the time of making these decisions, the studied authorities (MOFCOM and the NDRC) were unencumbered by stable antitrust practices and analytical categories.68 This provided them with some freedom to either employ prior decisionmaking tools or to experiment with different approaches and arguments in analyzing and remediying anti-competitive conduct, while also being subject to various political and interest group pressures from above and below.

Notably all three cases involved foreign firms who were either seeking to acquire local target companies or were accused of anti-competitive conduct with local effects. Commentators have argued that the early decisions were particularly animated by protectionist industrial policy.69 In light of such criticisms, two further objectives are to investigate the extent to which the authorities approached the cases with protectionist motives and whether stakeholders placed evidence and arguments before the authorities that could support a development-sensitive competition policy that is not necessarily protectionist.

The reconstruction of the decisionmaking processes goes beyond the published opinions and official statements of the authorities. It is based on contemporaneous legal and economic commentary by members of the business and legal communities, as well as materials produced by the stakeholders in these cases.70 Specifically, the case studies were guided by three key questions:

What procedures do the relevant authorities use to acquire information and from whom do they obtain input as the basis for their decisions?

To what extent does the information acquired relate to consumer effects and efficiency as opposed to broader goals (related to economic development and

68. Two of the cases could not formally be decided under the AML because the conduct took place prior to its enactment.

69. E.g., Lin & Zhao, supra note 24, at 111–12 (arguing that the analyses of the Carlyle/Xugong and Coca-Cola/Huiyuan mergers were informed by protectionism and economic patriotism even if the authorities have departed from such an approach since). As such, there is no claim that the cases selected are representative of Chinese enforcement either generally or at the present time, though they may be regarded as difficult cases.

70. Such a descriptive focus on decisionmaking processes has not been typically applied to China’s competition practice, but it is essential particularly for new adopters where the final decisions do not disclose the full record, as well as the authority’s weighing of different arguments presented.
Restructuring, industrial policy, or the interests of other stakeholders) and how are such goals balanced procedurally and substantively?

In what ways are the procedures for acquiring information, decisionmaking, or balancing policy considerations formalized so as to make them tractable for companies subject to the AML, while also constraining the authorities’ future decisionmaking and enabling them to learn from prior interventions?

B. Carlyle/Xugong

1. Background and Facts

In October 2005, the U.S. private equity firm, the Carlyle Group agreed to pay $375 million for eighty-five percent of Xugong Group Construction Machinery. At the time, this was the biggest proposed foreign acquisition of a controlling stake in a leading SOE. Xugong specialized in construction equipment, including excavators, loaders, cranes, compactors, and shovels, and had been the market leader in China’s machinery sector. However, Xugong was not particularly profitable, had a heavy pension burden for retired employees, and a large percentage of its assets were bank loans. It also faced competition from domestic privately owned firms and foreign multinationals, such as Volvo and Caterpillar.

Because this was a proposed SOE acquisition by a foreign entity, both MOFCOM and NDRC approval were potentially required. Prior to the AML, MOFCOM was responsible for overseeing foreign investments in domestic companies. The NDRC, as the principal economic planning body, oversaw key national strategic manufacturing sectors and the restructuring of SOEs. Xugong was a municipal level enterprise, subject to oversight by the municipal authorities, though, given the case’s sensitivity, they sought guidance from national institutions like the NDRC. While the proposal was under scrutiny, it was rumored that Xugong was included on the NDRC’s list of key equipment manufacturing companies whose restructuring process required close review, making the NDRC another potentially concerned regulator even absent a clear formal mandate.

Uncertainty about which body would review the proposed acquisition and on what basis highlighted the need for a merger approval instrument in China, particularly for transactions in which foreign capital targeted key Chinese


74. Id.
sectoral players. In fact, the case is regarded as a tipping point that accelerated the AML legislative process.75 Practitioner commentary suggests that, apart from the foreign ownership of strategic assets, the acquisition raised market power concerns and the question about the legal treatment of cases involving competition issues.76 Li Deshui, a member of the Chinese People’s Political Consultative Congress77 and a champion of national economic security,78 made an explicit link between this case and the enactment of an anti-monopoly law.79 Thus, in June 2006, during the Xugong acquisition discussions and after having had a draft text in its hands for two years, the State Council submitted its own version to the top legislator, the National People’s Congress. In finally passing the law, the legislator inserted Article Seven, dealing with SOEs that are of significant importance to the national economy and national security.80

75. See Liaowang Wenzhang: Fanlongduanfa Chutai Rengyou Sanda Nandian Xu Pojie ([瞭望]文章：反垄断法出台仍有三大难点须破解) [Article from Liaowang: Three Key Challenges to be Tackled Before Anti-Monopoly Law Enactment], GX LAW, http://www.gx-law.gov.cn/a2/4543.jhtml [https://perma.cc/9EJS-F7J2]. The deal was announced in October 2005 and was abandoned by July of 2008. The AML was enacted in October of 2007 and effective from August 1, 2008. The fact that the review process for the merger was largely coterminal with the AML enactment suggests that it is informative about the policy needs and the perceptions of stakeholders about the objects of a merger review instrument.


77. The Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference is a political advisory body with delegates from the Communist Party, the United Front parties allied with the Communist Party and independent delegates who are not members of any party. Its National Committee holds its annual meeting at the same time as plenary sessions of the top legislator, the National People’s Congress, http://www.cppcc.gov.cn/zxww/zxww/Brief/index.shtml [https://perma.cc/PQZ9-4SN5].


80. Bush, supra note 24, at 113. AML, supra note 1, at art. 7 provides: “With respect to the industries controlled by the State-owned economy and concerning the lifeline of national economy and national security or the industries implementing exclusive operation and sales according to law, the state protects the lawful business operations conducted by the business operators therein.”
2. Pressures and Interests

This merger fuelled existing widespread public concerns that China was selling strategic companies and successful local brands cheaply to foreign investors, creating pressure for the Chinese central authorities to block the deal. A key consideration in Carlyle/Xugong, like in the subsequent Huiyuan case, appeared to be the sensitivity of the central government and the relevant authorities to public opinion, as well as affected actors’ attempts to use public opinion to influence decisionmaking by exploiting the uncertainty faced by the authorities and the complex lines of bureaucratic consultation. Apart from domestic pressure, the authorities were also careful about the signals sent to foreign investors. Given local opposition, by July 2006, Carlyle itself lobbied MOFCOM and NDRC about the transactions through prominent members of its board, including founder David Rubinstein and former U.S. Secretary of State, Collin Powell.\(^81\)

Xugong’s municipal owner regarded the Carlyle acquisition as a key aspect of the company’s restructuring.\(^82\) Xugong’s challenges were typical of many Chinese SOEs in the late 1990s and early 2000s and were attributed to the rigidity of public ownership.\(^83\) The Chinese government, at both national and local levels, encouraged SOEs to restructure, including through privatizing a share to external investors as a way of obtaining adequate operational capital.\(^84\) Foreign investors were often preferred over domestic ones for their more advanced management, potential to open up new markets, and possible technology transfers that could add value and boost under-performing SOEs.

Xugong was already among the candidate companies for restructuring by the Jiangsu Provincial government in 2002. Its market leading position and the divestiture that helped shed its debts made Xugong attractive to investors. Both Xugong and its municipal owner did not choose Chinese local investors, rejecting an offer from Sany Corporation, a leading, privately owned equipment manufacturer and one of Xugong’s principal local competitors.\(^85\) Caterpillar’s offer was also rejected, apparently due to an unsuccessful earlier joint venture with Xugong in which only Caterpillar’s brand was used and which suffered losses leading to substantial employee layoffs. Carlyle won after several rounds of bidding, both because it was the highest bid and due to expectations that it was most likely to inject fresh blood into the SOE giant.\(^87\) Carlyle argued that its

---

81. See Shangwubu, supra note 79.
82. See Mysteries of Xugong, supra note 72.
83. Id.
84. Id.
85. Id.
86. See Jiema Xugong Binggouan Sanda Xuanyi, Xiang Wenbo Chengwei Zhongshi Zhidi (解码徐工并购案三大悬疑 向文波成为众矢之的) [Unpack Three Key Mysteries in Xugong Merger Case: Xiang Wenbo Attracts Criticisms From All Directions], XINHUANNET NEWS (July 29, 2006), [https://perma.cc/H9BE-NRN2].
87. Id.
status as a financial entity made it a better buyer than foreign or local competitors precisely because it sought to maintain the existing local brand and know how.\textsuperscript{88}

Initially, the proposed acquisition proceeded smoothly. The agreement included a number of highly favorable provisions for Xugong’s owners. Carlyle signalled its long-term commitment to Xugong’s restructuring by limiting its ability to sell the shares of the new company for four years, as well as giving Xugong Group the priority to purchase the shares if the new company was listed on overseas markets.\textsuperscript{89} In April 2006, a provision limiting hostile takeovers was also inserted, restricting Xugong’s key local or foreign competitors from getting control of the new company.\textsuperscript{90} Notably, though the proposed acquisition did not involve horizontal competitors, this provision promoted competition policy goals, by ensuring that Xugong would remain an independent rival in the market, while also committing Carlyle to its restructuring.

By June 2006, Xiang Wenbo, Sany’s executive president, began to publicly vent criticism against the proposal on his blog. He argued that the change of ownership of Xugong, as a key manufacturer in a strategic industrial sector, could impact national economic security.\textsuperscript{91} Xiang suggested that Carlyle’s offer was too low for premium state assets and that the Chinese government should screen such deals closely.\textsuperscript{92} He also criticized local governments for selling premium state assets to foreign investors, while rejecting offers from Chinese domestic investors.\textsuperscript{93} In the ensuing five months, Xiang published forty-six critical blog posts with arguments on the basis of foreign investment, national security, strategic industries, cross-border mergers, competition, and discrimination against Chinese private companies.\textsuperscript{94} His postings ensured substantial media

\textsuperscript{88} Id.


\textsuperscript{93} See blog of Wenbo Xiang, Xugong Binggou An Zhong De Jiage Qipian (徐工案中的价格欺骗) [Price Cheat in the Xugong Case], SINA BLOG (June 14, 2006), http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/blog_487d2dfa010003tp.html [https://perma.cc/K6F2-5J7M].

\textsuperscript{94} See Archive of Blog Posts by Xiang Wenbo between June and October 2016, SINA NEWS: blog posts in June 2006 can be accessed at http://blog.sina.com.cn/s/article
focus on the takeover and stimulated debate about whether state-owned assets should be available for foreign investment.

3. Formalizing Decisionmaking Procedures

Given such public attention and the view that foreign investors are an important route for SOE restructuring, the Chinese central authorities were under pressure not to leave the deal completely in the hands of the Xuzhou municipal government.95

The need for streamlining merger review was highlighted by doubts as to the responsible body and the basis for vetting the merger. MOFCOM, the State Owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission, and NDRC were all potentially responsible. A China Economic Weekly legal report suggested that all relevant bodies had to be notified of the agreement.96 It further asserted that prior approvals from the State Owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission and NDRC were required before MOFCOM was approached for final approval.97 In fact, both MOFCOM and NDRC formalized regulations in an apparent attempt to claim a mandate in important merger cases and set out approval criteria related to their existing responsibilities.

In February 2006, NDRC released Opinions of the State Council on Invigorating Equipment Manufacturing98 providing that, where a majority share of an equipment manufacturer of key sectoral importance is to be sold to foreign companies, the deal shall be scrutinized by the State Council, with NDRC producing the leading opinion. Beyond the somewhat vague triggers of “key importance” and “majority share,” the opinion did not provide criteria upon which the approval would be based.99

MOFCOM promulgated Interim Provisions on Mergers and Acquisitions of Domestic Enterprises by Foreign Investors in August, 2006, claiming a vetting
power over foreign acquisitions of domestic enterprises based on sectoral importance, national economic security and ownership of famous local brands. Article 12 specifically provided:

Where a foreign investor intends to obtain the actual controlling power of a domestic enterprise it plans to take over, and if any important industry is concerned, or if it has an impact on or may have an impact on the national economic security, or it will lead to the transfer of the actual controlling power of a domestic enterprise which holds a famous trademark or China Time-honored Brand, the parties concerned shall file an application with the MOFCOM.

Apart from a sign of competition among these authorities, such regulatory activity also demonstrated how intertwined merger review is with restructuring (or dynamic efficiency) objectives related to growth and development and to foreign investment. The State Council ultimately designated MOFCOM and NDRC as responsible authorities for the AML. Further, special criteria for SOEs of key economic and security importance together with a national security layer of review in cases of a proposed foreign takeover of a domestic enterprise were included in the AML. The inclusion of such provisions supported suspicions that the AML was enacted to give a neutral, technocratic cover for interventions motivated by concerns about foreign ownership of strategically important assets. However, despite such criticisms, the authorities’ analysis of the impact of the Carlyle/Xugong acquisition was based on more nuanced considerations than would be suggested by a straightforward account of favoring “national champions.”

Stakeholder and public opinion pressures led the authorities to open procedures for the receipt of market input. In July 2006, MOFCOM, together with the State-Owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission, invited various stakeholders to Beijing for a three-day fact-finding hearing. One of these meetings involved Xugong, central government agencies, municipal and provincial government departments, and a member of the People’s Liberation Army—to confirm that Xugong did not produce any military

101. Id. The article goes on to provide that “[i]f the parties concerned fail to do so, but its takeover has had or may have a serious impact on the national economic security, the MOFCOM may . . . demand the parties concerned to terminate the transaction or transfer the relevant equities/assets or take other effective measures to eliminate the takeover’s impact on the national economic security.” Id.
102. AML, supra note 1, at art. 31, provides: “Where a foreign investor merges and acquires a domestic enterprise or participate in concentration by other means, if state security is involved, besides the examination on the concentration in accordance with this Law, the examination on national security shall also be conducted in accordance with the relevant State provisions.”
104. Thus, this occurred shortly after Sany’s Xiang began posting against the acquisition on his blog.
105. See Shangwubu, supra note 79.
But consultation was not limited to the bureaucracy: a further meeting was held with sectoral participants, including other manufacturers, dealers, upstream firms, the engineering equipment association and the machinery industry association. Most participants in the second meeting were state-owned manufacturers, but private firms were also present, including Sany. This was the first time a central authority held a hearing on a business merger case. The hearing was held for information-gathering purposes, but it led to the conclusion that the acquisition plan by Carlyle needed revision.

Because these hearings were not public, it is not possible to say what kinds of arguments and evidence were presented, or the way in which considerations related to competition, state asset restructuring, industry development, or other goals were weighed. From a competition standpoint, it is notable that key competitors of Xugong, including Sany, were invited and provided input at the meeting. In a subsequent interview, Xugong’s CEO reported that, from among the various authorities and firms present, only Sany opposed the merger. He also indicated that, despite the general support expressed for the merger, Carlyle, having obtained a better understanding of the landscape after the hearing, considered revising the offer by reducing its ownership share.

NDRC also sought to bolster the technocratic legitimacy of its role in reviewing the transaction. The head of the Foreign Economic Research Committee of the NDRC’s Academy of Macroeconomic Research was interviewed by China Economic Weekly in November 2006, indicating two principal concerns about the acquisition. First, he feared the loss of indigenous innovation sources if Xugong were to be sold to a foreign entity. This would reinforce the acutely perceived problem of China becoming the world’s factory

---
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112. In U.S. courts, the antitrust injury doctrine may prevent competitors from complaining against a merger as the proper plaintiff because an anti-competitive merger benefits competitors through higher prices. See Brunswick Corp. v. Pueblo Bowl-O-Mat, Inc., 429 U.S. 477 (1977). In merger review, however, U.S. authorities (like the E.U. Commission) are open to submissions and evidence from competitors. E.g., U.S. DEP’T OF JUSTICE & FED. TRADE COMM’N, HORIZONTAL MERGER GUIDELINES, 4–6 (2010) https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/attachments/merger-review/100819hmg.pdf [https://perma.cc/ZJZ4-3XDM] (“The most common sources of reasonably available and reliable evidence are the merging parties, customers, other industry participants, and industry observers.”).
113. See Kailei, supra note 108.
114. Id.
while lagging behind in innovation. Second, Carlyle’s status as a financial entity was a concern, if it were able to manipulate its ownership share and increase it beyond 50%. The latter concern was important in the light of arguments made by Sany’s Xiang about Carlyle’s status as a private equity firm,\(^\text{115}\) with no experience, technology, or network in the relevant industry. Such lack of experience suggested that Carlyle was seeking to reach a majority share of Xugong at a discounted price and make a short-term profit by reselling the company’s assets, rather than contributing to Xugong’s long-term restructuring.\(^\text{116}\)

The promulgation of new regulations, the delayed MOFCOM decision, and potential NDRC involvement signalled that the acquisition would not easily be approved. Furthermore, the reduction of its proposed share in the new entity from eighty-five percent to forty-five made the deal considerably less profitable for Carlyle. A joint statement by the two companies in July, 2008 indicated that Xugong would proceed independently with its restructuring.\(^\text{117}\)

C. Coca-Cola/Huiyuan

Coca-Cola’s proposed acquisition of Huiyuan Juice Company attracted attention as the first merger formally blocked by MOFCOM under the AML.\(^\text{118}\) The proximity in time to the abandonment of the Carlyle/Xugong deal and arguments about foreign takeover of a significant local brand fed the suspicion that the newly enacted AML would be used as a tool against foreign investment in strategic assets or national champions. Here again, fuller consideration of the record before the authority suggests a more nuanced conclusion about the different objectives and potential effects influencing MOFCOM’s decision.

\(^{115}\) Wenbo Xiang, supra note 92.


1. Background and Facts

In September 2008, Coca-Cola announced its intent to acquire Huiyuan, the leading fruit-juice producer in China. By December 2008, the proposed acquisition entered a second phase of review under the AML. On March 18, 2009, MOFCOM issued a decision blocking Coca-Cola’s $2.4 billion acquisition of Huiyuan.

Coca-Cola’s proposed acquisition also had a restructuring dimension, this time in the private sector, given the planned shift in business focus for Huiyuan’s management. Zhu Xinli, Huiyuan’s chairman, founder, and main shareholder, initiated a shift from juice production for retail markets to concentrated juice extract for juice manufacturers. Huiyuan began to invest in fruit plantations as part of this strategic restructuring and invested in facilities for concentrated juice production in several provinces, while its juice manufacturing entity was to be acquired by Coca-Cola. The blocking of the merger put a break on those plans. Zhu had to refocus on juice retailing, putting aside the new concentrated juice business. The blocking of the merger also disappointed expectations of Zhu’s team because Huiyuan’s founders would not be receiving merger-related financial rewards or have the opportunity to work for a prominent multinational company after the merger.

2. Interests and Pressures

As in Carlyle/Xugong, different stakeholders sought to influence public opinion and engage bureaucratic and political decisionmakers as part of the merger approval process.

Local juice producers (Huiyuan’s competitors) formed an alliance in an effort to block the merger immediately after the MOFCOM filing. Assisted by a number of consulting firms, they collected and produced documents, eventually requesting a public hearing from MOFCOM. To argue against the merger, the juice producers invoked Pepsi Company’s previous takeover of Tianfu Kele.
Pepsi formed a joint venture promising to continue to buy from Tianfu Kele and maintain the brand. However, Pepsi subsequently started to change the management structure, lay-off employees, and introduce its own branded products, while reducing the share of Tianfu products sold. Pepsi was also suspected of manipulating the joint venture’s profitability, so Tianfu recorded losses allowing Pepsi to take full control and eliminate Tianfu’s brand from its product range.

The Coca-Cola/Huiyuan deal generated substantial public interest, with nationalist undertones and concerns about the loss of a famous Chinese brand to foreign control. According to a survey by China’s largest online news portal, eighty percent of the people surveyed did not want the merger to proceed because they were concerned about foreign companies’ tactics eliminating Chinese brands. Further, sixty-four percent of respondents did not think the Huiyuan brand would have a better future after the merger. Coca-Cola appears to have been sensitive to such public sentiment and made it clear that the Huiyuan brand would be retained under the deal. Additionally, Coca-Cola gave key Huiyuan personnel assurances that they would retain senior positions.

Apart from domestic opinion, the Chinese authorities were also subject to countervailing pressures, given the general signal the decision would send to foreign investors about government interference in their ability to profitably sell their Chinese assets. Specifically, Huiyuan’s foreign shareholders supported the deal. Warberg Pincus, a U.S. private equity firm, was regarded as the initiator of the deal because it held seven percent of the total share of Huiyuan and wanted to sell its shares for profit. Danone, the French dairy giant, also held 21.3% of Huiyuan shares and coveted Huiyuan for many years, but decided to sell out as
part of restructuring its Chinese business in light of a dispute with its Chinese partner in the beverage industry.135

3. Formalizing Decisionmaking Procedures

MOFCOM’s decision came after an extensive investigation, during which—as in Xugong—the Ministry proceduralized stakeholder input.136 MOFCOM solicited information not only from other governmental authorities, but also trade associations, juice beverage industry competitors, juice producers, concentrated juice suppliers, downstream retail sellers, the parties to the proposed merger, as well as legal, economic, and agricultural experts.137 Given public interest in the case, MOFCOM held a press conference at which its spokesperson released details about the decisionmaking process and the forms of consultation used, which included the distribution of questionnaires, fact-finding events and hearings, on-site visits,138 designated investigations, and interviews with the parties to the merger.139 This suggests that MOFCOM had sufficient bureaucratic capacity to employ standard merger review techniques of more advanced regimes not long after the AML’s enactment. MOFCOM included Huiyuan’s competitors in the consultations: a December 2008 hearing involved a number of juice and beverage producers, as well as the China Beverage Industry Association.140 However, the list of consulted parties released by MOFCOM did not include the farmers who supplied raw materials to Huiyuan,141 customers, or final consumers.

135. Id.

136. AML, supra note 1, at art. 27 requires MOFCOM to consider the effects of a proposed merger on market access and technological progress, on consumers and other business operators, and on national economic development, though it does not specify the procedures and sources for obtaining input relevant to gauging likely effects or for the balancing of different effects.

137. See supra note 120.

138. On-site visits involved relevant local and municipal authorities, many of which had granted privileges to Huiyuan in the form of land or tax concessions that would be cashed out through the merger for the benefit of the new owner, further highlighting policy interconnections at different levels of decisionmaking.


141. Fruit farmers were one of the stakeholders negatively affected by the merger rejection, as Huiyuan had to go back on promises to purchase large quantities of fruit for the new concentrated juice business, for which affected farmers had been preparing for some years. Farmers failed to properly organize and communicate their concerns to MOFCOM, which reflects the fact that their interests are small and disaggregated and that they do not have a well-established producers’ organization to give their concerns a national voice.
Certain stakeholders sought to advance objections to the transaction and supporting material before MOFCOM. Hejun Vanguard Group (Hejun) was a consulting firm working with local juice producers to obtain a MOFCOM hearing for the competitors. Hejun cooperated with a college student campaign group targeting Coca-Cola’s “sweat factories” who had already written to MOFCOM requesting the merger to be blocked.\textsuperscript{142} The campaign group investigated labor conditions in Coca-Cola’s Chinese factories, producing evidence of Coca-Cola’s non-compliance with Chinese labor law.\textsuperscript{143} In a further line of attack, Hejun and the student campaign group prepared a letter to the Minister of Commerce, made publicly available on Hejun’s blog, in which they highlighted Coca-Cola’s labor practices.\textsuperscript{144} The letter sought to counter arguments of two prominent government officials\textsuperscript{145} that the proposed merger should be treated as an ordinary commercial transaction raising no economic security issues. It pointed out that developed countries also aimed to maintain local ownership of famous brands as part of their merger review process.\textsuperscript{146}

The report on Coca-Cola’s labor practices was also channelled to the top officials of the Chinese government through the CPPCC’s Li Deshui.\textsuperscript{147} Li Deshui was chosen by Hejun as a prominent advocate of national economic security, claiming that two-thirds of the Chinese companies were taken over by foreign business, which he viewed as a threat to the Chinese national economy.\textsuperscript{148} Notwithstanding Li’s arguments, neither the local juice producers’—represented by Hejun—nor the student campaign group’s concerns were principally motivated by protectionist industrial policy.

Though different arguments and policy concerns were aired, MOFCOM’s decision to block the transaction was written in standard competition-law language, as demonstrated by the six factors weighed in the approval process: the market shares of the merging parties; the relative market concentration; the merger’s impact on market access and technological progress; the impact on consumers and competitors; the impact on national economic development; and

\textsuperscript{142} See PHOENIX NEWS, supra note 78.
\textsuperscript{143} Id. Members of the campaign group had procured short-term summer employment with Coca-Cola to obtain the evidence that was the basis of their 28-page report.
\textsuperscript{145} One was a member of MOFCOM’s international trade research institute and the other was the chief negotiator of China’s accession to the WTO. This demonstrates that core MOFCOM officials were not sympathetic to blocking the merger on protectionist grounds. Cf. infra note 206.
\textsuperscript{146} SINA NEWS BLOG, supra note 144. The letter cited French efforts to block PepsiCo’s takeover of Danone by passing a law on strategic industries. For more recent reports of such screening of foreign investment, see Peter Lichtenbaum & David Fagan, Lessons in Mediating for Dairy Warriors, FIN. TIMES (Apr. 20, 2011, 8:12 PM), http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/5d6d2e9e-6b75-11e0-a53e00144feab49a.html#axzz23PRp0I9U2 [https://perma.cc/XH5X-T3FU].
\textsuperscript{147} See PHOENIX NEWS, supra note 78.
\textsuperscript{148} Id.
the impact of the Huiyuan brand on competition in the relevant markets.\footnote{See AML, supra note 1, at art. 27; supra note 120.} MOFCOM provided three reasons for blocking the transaction.\footnote{See supra note 120.}

First, the merger would enable Coca-Cola to leverage its dominance in the carbonated soft drinks market into the juice beverage market.

Second, Coca-Cola’s control over the juice beverage market would be appreciably strengthened by controlling two well-known juice brands, including Minute Maid as well as Huiyuan. Coupled with the leverage effect, this would raise barriers against any potential competitor seeking to access the juice beverage market.

Third, the transaction would squeeze out smaller juice manufacturers in China, restrain local manufacturers from participating in the juice beverage market, and diminish their innovation. This would harm competition in the Chinese juice beverage market and undermine its sustained and sound development.

The decision generated largely critical commentary from foreign antitrust practitioners and scholars. Although MOFCOM’s justifications do not veer too far from antitrust orthodoxy and no mention is made of maintaining local ownership of key brands, practitioners argued that the decision poses a daunting obstacle to future mergers of foreign companies with famous Chinese local brands.\footnote{Wang et al., supra note 118 (citing concerns about MOFCOM’s allocation of the burden of proof and unclear definition of market dominance); see also Jonathan Selvadoray, George Ji & Elaine Zhu, Coca-Cola’s Acquisition Of Huiyuan: A Lost Opportunity For MOFCOM, MONDAQ BUS. BRIEFING (Apr. 29, 2009) (“market players would have all welcomed a detailed decision” to “provide[] well needed guidance and transparency”).} An article in Forbes suggested that the AML decision reflected China’s foreign investment laws and government policies, which do not support foreign firms buying controlling stakes in successful Chinese firms that do not require financial or management help, unless the Chinese firms obtain technology transfers or access to foreign markets.\footnote{Shaun Rein, What Coca-Cola Did Wrong, and Right, in China, FORBES MAGAZINE (Mar. 24, 2009, 6:00 PM), http://www.forbes.com/2009/03/24/coca-cola-china-leadership-citizenship-huiyuan.html.}

One reason for the criticisms was that—in the absence of guidelines on assessing concentrations at the time—MOFCOM reached broad conclusions without offering supporting substantive evidence or analysis. For example, MOFCOM’s decision did not reveal the methodology used to define the relevant market, discuss the market shares of the parties or their competitors, or the degree of demand or supply substitutability.\footnote{Coca-Cola/Huiyuan: First Chinese Prohibition Decision Under New Merger Control Rules, CLEARY GOTTLIEB (Mar. 23, 2009), https://www.clearygottlieb.com/~/media/cgsh/files/publication-pdfs/coca-cola-huiyuan-first-chinese-prohibition-decision-under-new-merger-control-rules.pdf [https://perma.cc/4JW3-FWRY].} Relying on market shares to establish a prima facie case\footnote{Zhang & Zhang, Chinese Merger Control, supra note 13, at 488.} is an understandable strategy to ease the burden of
proof for an agency still building enforcement and analytic capacity. However, the decision provided no indication of how such presumptions could be rebutted, reducing the persuasiveness of MOFCOM’s reasoning on consumer-oriented and efficiency considerations. Zhang has argued that the outcome may also have reflected MOFCOM’s mis-borrowing of European Union competition law on leverage. Finally, given explicitly stated concerns about the effect on local competitors or industry development and the lack of consultations about consumer effects, MOFCOM’s decision was focused on producer rather than consumer interests.

Because this was the first blocked merger under the AML, which involved a large multinational company and attracted international scrutiny, it is unsurprising that MOFCOM’s decision used template competition law language. MOFCOM had to justify its decision in the eyes of the international antitrust community and sought to use familiar competition law language. However, as this reconstruction seeks to show, the record before MOFCOM was much broader and touched on various policy goals potentially affected by the merger far beyond mere protectionism, including the impact on other juice producers, innovation, workers’ conditions, as well as local farmers. Thus, the competition law rationales offered in MOFCOM’s decision may not have convinced an international audience because they did not fully reflect the policy considerations brought to MOFCOM’s attention.

Examining the fuller record suggests that the decision did not just reflect a single policy preference. Instead, it balanced a number of development-sensitive arguments in the face of uncertainty about the potential polycentric effects of the merger. First, the report prepared by Hejun and the student group documented Coca-Cola’s labor practices in China. From an orthodox antitrust point of view, an authority examining the labor market effects of mergers—typically whether the merger reduces total employment—injects non-competition considerations into merger analysis. However, the evidence in this case focused on Coca-Cola’s poor labor practices in its Chinese operations rather than total employment levels. Apart from a potential direct negative impact on Huiyian employees, Herrigel, Wittke, and Voskamp point out that poor or exploitative labor practices are typically associated with low-level or “stingy” upgrading of the production and innovation capabilities of local firms from integration with foreign partners. Thus, if Coca-Cola’s exploitative labor practices are seen as a

157. See SINA NEWS BLOG, supra note 144.
proxy for poor upgrading potential of local productive capabilities from the merger, this may show that competition policy was colored by both distributive and development-sensitive considerations about the impact of foreign integration on labor conditions, local capabilities, and innovation.

The possible effects of the merger on local farmers is also not explicitly mentioned in MOFCOM’s decision, \textsuperscript{160} which is not surprising given their absence from the hearings and consultations. But unlike a dedicated competition agency, MOFCOM had previously issued other policy guidelines indicating a preference for direct relationships between farmers and buyers such as retail chains, rather than a reliance on middlemen.\textsuperscript{161} At the time of the Coca-Cola/Huiyuan decision, scholars and some competition agencies expressed concern that a purely consumer-oriented competition policy ignores the negative effects of high buyer concentration squeezing farmers’ incomes.\textsuperscript{162} Though lower prices benefit final consumers, they have negative distributional consequences on farmers—often an already weak group—and also impact farmers’ ability to innovate and satisfy food safety standards. The integrated policy mandate of MOFCOM—not limited to competition policy—could ensure that such effects would not fall in a policy blind spot,\textsuperscript{163} particularly since they may be quite difficult to reverse.

D. The LCD Cartel

1. Background and Facts

The final case study involves the alleged price-fixing cartel among foreign producers of liquid crystal display (LCD) screens.\textsuperscript{164} The case was investigated by

\textsuperscript{160} See supra note 120.

\textsuperscript{161} Zhu’s direct arrangements to purchase products from farmers appeared to be consistent with MOFCOM’s policy. However, empirical research showed some of the limits of MOFCOM’s policy to encourage small-scale farmers to deal with large concentrated buyers. See Xiaofeng Liu, Nongchao Duijie Moshi Xia Nonghu Canyu Yiyu an de Shizheng Yanjiu [Empirical Research on the Participation Willingness of Farmers under the Mode of Direct Link Between Farmers and Supermarkets], 188 J. OF ZHONGNAN UNIV. OF ECON. & L. 116 (2011) http://xueba.znufe.edu.cn/UploadFile/2011920205743163.pdf [https://perma.cc/73CF-HG2T].

\textsuperscript{162} See Aravind R. Ganesh, The Right to Food and Buyer Power, 11 GERMAN L. J. 1190, 1197 (2010) (discussing the effect of buyer concentration on “the welfare of farmers producing at the bottom of the chain”).

\textsuperscript{163} See generally Yane Svetiev, Competition Law and Development Policy: Subordination, Self-Sufficiency or Integration? 4 EUR. Y.B. INT’L ECON. L. 223 (arguing in favor of integrating development policy goals into competition enforcement to avoid unintended conflicts between policy instruments). If the two mandates were wholly separate, consumer-oriented competition decisions could (often inadvertently) conflict with a policy to support farmer incomes.

\textsuperscript{164} Though this case involved only foreign producers, the NDRC is not selectively enforcing the law only against foreign producers. See, e.g., Liang Yiyao Gongsi Longduan Fufang Lixueping Yuanliaoyao Shoudao Yanli Chufa [Harsh Penalties to Two Pharmaceutical Companies for Their Monopolization of the Supply of Key Ingredient of Compound Reserpine Tablets], http://jjs.ndrc.gov.cn/fjgld/201203/t20120306_465386.html [https://perma.cc/YSU-7TYM] (NDRC fining two private pharmaceutical companies supplying the active ingredient for a popular hypertension medicine listed among China’s national essential drugs); Chen Litony, (茅台酒、五粮液为什么被处罚) [Why Moutai and Wuliangye Got Sanctioned?], CAIXIN NEWS (May 8, 2013, 10:46
NDRC, which in January 2013, imposed fines totalling 353 million yuan ($56.8 million U.S.) and corrective measures on six producers from South Korea and Taiwan, including Samsung, LG, AU Optronics, Chunghwa Picture Tubes, Chimei InnoLux, and HannStar Display for price-fixing violations between 2001 and 2006 in mainland China.165 This was NDRC’s first case against an international cartel where none of the members were from mainland China. It was also the largest fine ever imposed by NDRC for unlawful pricing conduct.166

The NDRC found that the companies sold more than five million LCD screens when the cartel was operative between 2001 and 2006 and made illegal gains of 208 million yuan (or around $33 million U.S.).167 Given that LCD panels account for seventy to eighty percent of the production cost of flat screen televisions, the cartel significantly increased production costs of television sets. Thus, the conduct harmed both China’s television manufacturers’ performance in international markets and final consumers by increasing the final prices of television sets.169

2. Interests and Pressures

NDRC initiated the investigation only after receiving complaints about LCD price fixing—beginning in December 2006—from domestic television manufacturers and the China Video Industry Association, an association of producers of audio-visual equipment. The investigation was slow at the outset,170 because it faced both legal and practical constraints. One obstacle was investigative resources: NDRC had only one division on pricing enforcement and


166. See Sanxing Deng & Qiye Beifa 3.52 Yi Yin Caozong Yeying Mianban Jiage (三星等6企业被罚3.53亿因操纵液晶面板价格) [Six Companies including Samsung Fined 352 million yuan for Manipulating LCD Display Panel Prices], SINA NEWS (Jan. 5, 2013), http://finance.sina.com.cn/chanjing/gsnews/20130105/064814188769.shtml [https://perma.cc/PVZ9-8U92]. In more recent cases pursued under the AML, such as those involving the suppliers of infant baby formula and auto parts, the fines have exceeded this amount.
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169. Id. As of 2008, the Chinese market had the largest demand for LCD screens in the world according to He Yabin, Vice President of the China Video Industry Association. See CHINA NEWS NETWORK, infra note 177.

170. See Woguo Shouci Zhicai Jingwai Qiye Jiage Longduan Zhongfa 3.53 Yi (我国首次制裁境外企业价格垄断 重罚3.53亿) [First China Sanction of 353 million yuan against a Cartel formed by Foreign Companies], NETEASE NEWS, (Jan. 5, 2013), http://news.163.com/13/0105/06/8KEFBGG400014AED.html [https://perma.cc/FSV4-EJU7].
the investigated entities were aware of the agency’s staff shortage. Another was legal: the investigated companies thought that NDRC was unable to bring a price-fixing case because the AML was not in force at the time of the alleged violations. For this reason, NDRC pursued the case under the 1998 Price Law.

Once the AML came into effect, NDRC expanded its anti-monopoly enforcement team from one division to three divisions. This led to more intense investigation of the LCD cartel beginning in 2011, including over 500 NDRC officials in fifty-five groups. AU Optronics, the most highly fined cartel member, had already been heavily fined in the LCD cartel cases in the European Union and United States in 2008 and 2012. Given the prior prosecutions and growing investigative pressure in China, AU Optronics decided to self-report the cartel activities to the NDRC in 2012 and LG and Chimei InnoLux followed suit. The LCD Cartel members provided information to NDRC about price-fixing activities, including details of fifty-three almost monthly meetings hosted by each member in rotation, to exchange market information and discuss price.

Apart from price fixing, the TV manufacturers’ complaints to the NDRC cited a number of other practices of LCD screen producers in the Chinese market that harmed their competitiveness. LCD screen producers allegedly manipulated the supply schedule by withholding new technology products from the Chinese market. This was designed to extract higher prices for the older version of the product while inventories lasted. The practice also allowed them to maintain a higher price for the newer versions of their product. The China Video Industry Association further complained that LCD screen producers randomly and deliberately terminated supply to Chinese manufacturers. Finally, LCD manufacturers would not provide any quality guarantee on the Chinese market, until Samsung began to do so in 2010 by offering an eighteen-month warranty, considerably shorter than the standard warranty period of thirty-six months in other markets.

171. Id. Contemporaneous accounts suggest that the NDRC made no progress in the investigation in the five years following the complaints.

172. Id.

173. Id. The case was eventually closed in 2013 after this shorter but more intensive investigation. Id.
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3. Formalizing Procedures and Remedies

NDRC joined the competition enforcement game after MOFCOM, releasing its agency implementation rules, *The Regulations on Procedures for Administrative Enforcement of Anti-Price Monopoly*,\(^{181}\) at the end of 2010—two years after the AML came into force.\(^{182}\) NDRC has since been trying to catch up, ramping up enforcement after its increase in investigative capacities in 2011, with price cartels as a specific target.

Unlike MOFCOM, which receives a steady stream of mergers for review and has adopted a regulatory process of establishing fora for stakeholder input, the NDRC must both identify and investigate what are often clandestine arrangements. While the NDRC had to develop its own mix of investigative and punitive tools, it has also engaged in advocacy in building a competition culture.\(^{183}\) The Director General of the Department of Price Supervision and Anti-Monopoly, has acknowledged both aspects of the NDRC’s antitrust functions: “I told our staff, launching investigation cases [is] the real deal. No matter how much you tell people and educate them, it won’t be as effective as an issued penalty.”\(^{184}\)

One important source of information about clandestine cartels is customer complaints. For the LCD cartel, Chinese television manufacturers were originally reluctant to raise their concerns with the authorities to avoid disruptions of their relationships with key input suppliers.\(^{185}\) The fact that the NDRC was a powerful and well-established economic regulator encouraged the local manufacturers to make their complaints even before the cartel prosecutions were successfully concluded in the United States and European Union.

Leniency applications from cartel participants are another important source of information about cartels in mature antitrust jurisdictions. However, as knowledgeable commentators have observed, instituting a leniency regime is not sufficient to receive cartel information: unless potential applicants perceive the antitrust bureau’s investigative capabilities as credible, they have no incentive to

---


183. *See Aydin & Büthe, supra note 50 at 11–12. The fact that clauses anti-competitive on their face are often included in contracts or model rules of industry associations suggests continued lack of awareness of the AML’s requirements among Chinese businesses.*


185. *See supra note 177.*
apply for leniency. Thus, in the LCD cartel case, it was not until the NDRC substantially ramped up investigation capabilities with additional staff and visits that cartel members decided to self-report.

Pre-existing procedural law has been identified as one of the major legal constraints on effective enforcement of market regulation transplants in a new environment. In the LCD cartel case, the 1998 Price Law made no provision for leniency or fine reduction for self-reporting, nor for extraterritorial application of the law, so NDRC imported these new procedural tools from the AML. Thus, rather than being constrained by prior decisionmaking procedures, the LCD Cartel case demonstrates a process of backflow, whereby AML procedures inform the NDRC's price law mandate.

Finally, remedial law can also impair effective antitrust enforcement by new adopters. Devising adequate remedies for competition violations is a notoriously difficult problem even in mature jurisdictions. Ideally, antitrust remedies aim to correct the market distortion, deter violators and compensate victims. Public law remedies are often quite limited to be able to achieve any, yet alone all of those objectives. Private remedies are additionally subject to cost and other constraints on accessing the judicial system, particularly for relatively small and dispersed interests.

In this case, the NDRC creatively experimented with a set of hybrid remedies, responsive to a number of different objectives, including deterrence, compensation, market correction, and even industrial policy. The final disposition involved levying an administrative fine on the defendant companies. However, the fine collected was transferred by way of compensation to the manufacturer victims of the cartel. As suggested by
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188. Because the Price Law was silent on these points, such import could be justified on a dynamic theory of statutory interpretation. See, e.g., William N. Eskridge, Dynamic Statutory Interpretation, 134 Univ. Penn. L. Rev. 1479, 1479 (1987). Art. 14 of the Price Law prohibits “abnormal pricing behaviour” and because the Price Law and the AML have not been streamlined, this article defines a broader genus of prohibited conduct that includes price fixing cartels. See Yong Bay, China Joins International Crackdown of Price-Fixing Cartel for the First Time, CLIFFORD CHANCE BRIEFING NOTE (Jan. 16, 2013) (explaining that, unlike the AML, the Price Law does not require relevant markets to be identified) [http://www.cliffordchance.com/briefings/2013/01/china_joins_internationalcrackdown.html] [https://perma.cc/T9UZ-R268].
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television industry players, the fine was transferred to the Shenzhen China Television Union Corporation, a joint venture of nine leading Chinese television manufacturers formed in 2007 at the companies’ initiative that was supported by a number of ministries. The venture was intended to raise television manufacturing standards in China and safeguard competition by jointly managing research and development, solving intellectual property rights problems, and acting as an intellectual property incubator for the industry.

Apart from the fine, the NDRC imposed a set of “corrective measures” governing LCD manufacturers’ contracting practices in the Chinese market. The corrective measures included an undertaking by LCD manufacturers to supply Chinese television manufacturers in a “fair manner” and “provide all customers equal opportunity for procuring high-end products and new technology,” as well as to extend the free-warranty period for products sold to Chinese buyers from eighteen to thirty-six months. The corrective measures promote consumer welfare—because some of the impugned practices facilitated price fixing—but also reflect industrial policy—because they seek to advance the competitive position of Chinese manufacturers in world markets. Importantly, however, both aspects of the remedy do not involve protectionist industrial policy to shield local champions’ profits, but one aiming to ensure that Chinese television manufacturers can compete globally on the merits. Behavioral remedies are sometimes disfavored from a traditional antitrust perspective for their regulatory character, given the need to monitor implementation. But if the authority has to monitor implementation, it can also evaluate the effects of its intervention over time instead of simply closing the case. NDRC has reportedly closely monitored the activities of the six companies, with commentators suggesting that the prosecution has been of great significance for downstream television manufacturing in China.
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199. See CHINA NEWS NETWORK, supra note 192.
IV

CONCLUSION

What do these three enforcement case studies from China suggest about the conditions conducive to successful implementation of competition law in developing country jurisdictions? Three factors have been emphasized throughout the case study discussions: (i) uncertainty about the impact of competition and competition law on various public policy or bureaucratic objectives, (ii) the creation of fora for consultation and input not only within the bureaucracy, but also with affected market stakeholders, and (iii) the balancing of various policy goals in the course of decisionmaking.

The literature increasingly recognizes that tailoring a legal transplant during the legislative process is neither necessary nor sufficient for effective implementation. This is not least because the possible utility and effects—particularly of a novel market regulation instrument such as antitrust—may not be apparent either to legislators or stakeholders without reference to concrete problems. As Pistor has argued more recently:

Institutions are ambiguous, and fraught with tensions because of the distributional issues they inevitably raise, and because of their inherent ambiguity or incompleteness. Once a rule has been pronounced, it sets in motion multiple processes to establish its meaning and scope of application. Rather than establishing definite rules of the game, institutions become the focal point for contestation.

Such ambiguity is pervasive and cannot evade antitrust, which does not have a well-defined scope or metric of success, and has been used to pursue multiple goals even if the line of causation between competitive rivalry and those goals was not well understood. As a result, this article argues that facilitating “spaces for contesting the scope of rights and responsibilities of stakeholders” under the competition law is a key condition for successful transplant. Thus, one way to understand the factors that promote effective competition enforcement is to ask which factors are conducive to such contestation and which ones foreclose it.

A narrow or rigid vision of the role and goals of antitrust, focused on consumer welfare, efficiency, or market structure, and either imported from foreign models or based on bureaucratic or political decisionmakers’ well-defined policy preferences would inhibit contestation. Rather than being
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exceptional, the balancing of multiple objectives in enforcement should be viewed as unavoidable and desirable for a developing country’s competition regime. This argument rationalizes China’s almost Ulyssean effort to learn from foreign experiences while resisting wholesale adoption. It also underscores the advantages of the somewhat baroque AML enforcement structure, which taps the regulatory capacities of established authorities already embedded in the political system and with existing lines of communication with industry. Having somewhat different, if overlapping specializations, the three authorities provide sources of internal diversity in elaborating competition policy. Inter-agency competition and dialogue also promote contestation by further multiplying openings for stakeholder input. Even if the evidence generated by some stakeholders may be viewed as misguided or self-serving, they elicit alternative policy arguments and are a particular form of local stakeholder ownership of the new law.206

For similar reasons, conviction about the soundness of current market regulation or about the robustness of competitive advantages of local industry can also inhibit effective antitrust adoption. Rodriguez and Menon argue that competition policy undermines “surviving institutional organizations” that overcome “historical resource limits and institutional constraints” and are pro-competitive and economically advantageous.207 Yet China is probably not the only jurisdiction that has adopted competition law in the context of economic restructuring, presumably due to doubts about whether current economic policy and production arrangements are either satisfactory or sustainable as sources of development and prosperity. Where such doubts exist, competition law can be used as a tool of disruption, both for industry players and for policymakers. Limited uptake of a newly-enacted competition law would be expected if policy continuity is seen as desirable.

A recently promulgated State Council opinion208 buttresses the view that competition law is seen as a source of policy disruption in China. The Opinion institutes a Fair Competition Review System for all public authorities at all levels of government, requiring them to assess the competitive effects of all proposed measures, as well as to review pre-existing policies, so as to aid efficiency, resource allocation, and innovation through “fair competition.” Such review will not be conducted by the national competition agencies, who are only to develop

206. Importantly, both in Carlyle/Xugong and in Coca-Cola/Huiyuan, actors seeking to engage public opinion formulated arguments that were contrary to the positions of both administrative and political officials and those arguments were channeled via the CPPCC, a consultative body to the legislature that plays a political role. Contra JESSICA C. WEISS, POWERFUL PATRIOTS: NATIONALIST PROTEST IN CHINA’S FOREIGN RELATIONS (2014) (arguing that the Chinese government tends to manipulate public opinion for its own public policy needs).


implementation guidelines for public authorities to conduct self-assessments before proceeding with any proposed measure. This form of mainstreaming of competitive considerations above all imposes deliberative discipline on public authorities.209 Given that formulating economic regulation or industrial policy often results in competitive restrictions, either inadvertently or due to capture, this form of self-assessment forces authorities to make such policy trade-offs explicit.

The findings presented in this article also offer a refinement on the argument of a trade-off between “consumption” in new matters initiated and “investment” in building agency capabilities as a factor influencing enforcement success.210 Investing in administrative capacity requires knowing what kind of capabilities are needed, which may presuppose commitment to a particular version of competition policy. Initiating new cases, by contrast, not only helps identify capacity gaps by reference to specific needs, but also allows the authority—through seeking input—to enlist the capabilities and resources of affected stakeholders. In the LCD investigation, the NDRC had built up investigative capacities and partially piggybacked on the efforts of foreign authorities. But it was input from Chinese television manufacturers that revealed additional local practices by the cartelists. Thus, rather than simply fining the cartel, the NDRC could remedy its specific manifestations in the Chinese setting, while also enhancing local actors’ ownership of competition policy.

Finally, one of the benefits of enlivening antitrust through contestation is that, as a result of such contest, either the output or the process of defining the scope of rights under the transplant can be accepted as legitimate.211 However, in the case studies presented, such legitimation may be lacking: where consultations are ad hoc and where only the result—and not the manner—of balancing various policy considerations in enforcement is disclosed by the authority, this leaves the impression of uncontrolled discretion. Strengthening independent judicial review of the authorities may correct this problem,212 but courts have typically not bolstered antitrust enforcement by new adopters.213 Instead, both legitimation and policy learning objectives could be promoted by the authorities’ own formalization of decisionmaking practices, including both procedures for obtaining input from dispersed interests214 and analytical categories for choosing

209. The Opinion requires public policies to “consult with interested parties or hold a public consultation while formulating policies or implementing fair competition review.” Id.
210. Kovacic & Lopez-Galdos, supra note 7, at 118.
211. Pistor, supra note 202, at 2.
212. Zhang, supra note 39, at 707.
or balancing policy considerations in competition cases.\textsuperscript{215} Even if the AML text and judicial review do not sufficiently stabilize normative expectations, formalization of decisionmaking mechanisms could, over time, constrain the enforcement authorities. This provides an alternative route to promoting rule of law values \textit{through} enforcing competition law, rather than regarding the rule of law and judicial control as essential prerequisites for its successful transplant.

\footnote{\textsuperscript{215} See State Council's Opinions, supra note 208.}